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Message from the President

Dear Roe,

I would like to take this opportunity to thank you and the Stamps 
Family Charitable Foundation for supporting the education of so 
many talented and motivated Stamps Scholars at the University 
of Miami every year.

Your remarkable generosity gives Stamps Scholars the 
opportunity to excel in and out of the classroom, allowing them 
to find their passion and build on their strengths as student 
leaders in the UM community. This prestigious program 
advances student success through engaged learning by offering 
them the highest-quality undergraduate experience.

I am grateful to you and the Foundation for your extraordinary 
leadership and continued dedication to our institution. 

Warm regards,

Julio Frenk 
President

Your remarkable generosity gives Stamps Scholars the opportunity to excel in and out of the classroom, 
allowing them to find their passion and build on their strengths as student leaders in the UM community. 
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Dear Roe,

Thank you for your dedication to the Stamps Scholars program  
at the University of Miami. Your support is critical to our mission 
to continue drawing the brightest, most capable undergraduate 
students.

The unique opportunity the Stamps Family Charitable 
Foundation makes possible is a transformative one for our 
students. Once awarded the Stamps Scholarship, these exceptional 
student leaders are able to not only focus on their studies, 
but also enrich their studies by participating in outstanding 
extracurricular experiences. Your generosity continues to make 
a profound impact on their education and their future by helping 
them to develop further their unlimited potential.

The University is incredibly fortunate to be among the 
prestigious institutions that offer the Stamps Scholars Program.  
We are deeply grateful for your extraordinary generosity.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Duerk 
Executive Vice President and Provost

Message from the Provost

The unique opportunity the Stamps Family Charitable Foundation makes possible is a transformative 
one for our students.  
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Dear Roe,

After a decade of Stamps Ensembles in the Frost School, this 
may be the best year yet! The members of the Freshman String 
Quartet are young virtuosi of the highest caliber. They are being 
asked to perform professionally, and will be traveling throughout 
the country to represent our school and the Stamps program.

Esteemed violist, Professor Jodi Levitz is the faculty advisor to 
the Stamps Ensembles, and Professor Valerie Coleman, a world 
renowned flutist and music entrepreneur, is engaging with all of 
the ensembles. The result is an enhanced four-year curriculum 
with better-defined capstone goals.

The Stamps Ensemble Program has been an exemplar for 
the country, and is “stepping up its game” as we enter the 
second decade. I am exceedingly grateful for your faith in and 
support of the Frost School. This program continues to have a 
transformative effect on our work and reputation.

Warm regards, 

Shelton G. Berg  
Dean, Patricia L. Frost Professor of Music

The Stamps Ensemble Program has been an exemplar for the country, and is “stepping up its game”  
as we enter the second decade. 

Message from the Dean
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Frost School of Music

STAMPS SCHOLARS
CLASS OF 2019

Stamps Woodwind Quintet

Alyssa Mena

Dominick Metro

Natalie Miller 

Marissa Takaki

Antonio Urrutia
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Frost School of MusicStamps Woodwind Quintet

Alyssa Mena

I 
 am almost through my last year with the Stamps Woodwind Quintet. It has been a remarkable 
journey with four incredibly talented musicians: Marissa, Dominick, Natalie, and Antonio. 

My colleagues have been some of my greatest mentors during my undergraduate years, and I am 
so grateful that this scholarship brought us together. This group impacted my life tremendously. 

I have formed the 
foundation for some of the 
most valuable skills of a 
professional musician, as 
there is no better setting 
than chamber music to learn 
to collaborate and innovate 
with other musicians. Not 
only have I been challenged 
musically, but I have also 
learned valuable skills, such 
as communication in an 

orchestra and career management. Being in this group has 
allowed us a platform to take on leadership roles and to 
make choices together, and I 
am so thrilled that I had this 
amazing opportunity. 

I am eternally grateful for 
the gift you have given us in 
making this group possible. 
Thank you for your attention 
and commitment to us and 
the future of music. You have 
impacted our lives and our 
gratitude will last a lifetime! 
Thank you for everything. 

All the best to you and your 
family. 

Dominick Metro

T 
hank you so much for the wonderful opportunity 
to regularly perform with the other high-level 

musicians in the Stamps Woodwind Quintet. This 
scholarship has allowed me 
to pursue my passion and to 
perform incredible music with 
other talented musicians. We 
have traveled to places like 
New York and Kentucky to 
perform in front of everyone, 
from high school crowds to the 
Imani Wind Quintet. I would 
not be where I am today without this generous scholarship, and the 
doors it has opened for me and the quintet.

I would not be where I 

am today without this 

generous scholarship, 

and the doors it has 

opened for me and  

the quintet.

Senior
Frost School  

of Music

Major
Instrumental 
Performance

Hometown
Miami, Florida

Senior
Frost School  

of Music

Major
Instrumental 
Performance

Hometown
Winter Park, Florida

My colleagues have been 

some of my greatest 

mentors during my 

undergraduate years, 

and I am so grateful that 

this scholarship brought 

us together. 
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Frost School of MusicStamps Woodwind Quintet

Natalie Miller

I 
 would like to extend my greatest thanks for your generosity and for providing such great 
opportunities to me and so many other students around the country. I wouldn’t be where  

I am today if it was not for your foundation. I have had so many unique experiences thanks to  
this program that I would not have had otherwise, especially as an emerging musician. I am sad  
that I will be leaving the program after graduating this spring, but I will forever carry the  

leadership skills I have learned in my lessons at the Frost School  
of Music! 

Thank you so much!

Marissa Takaki

I 
 cannot thank you enough for the four years of 
education I have gained at the University of Miami. 

I am one of the luckiest people in the world, and your 
generosity has helped my family and me throughout my 
degree in so many ways. The opportunity to work in a 
chamber group and learn from others is an invaluable 

experience. Working with 
my teacher, Gabriel Beavers, 
has opened my eyes and 
ears to new perspectives; 
I have changed and grown 
immensely as a musician.  
I could not have made it through all of the challenges and triumphs I 
have experienced at Frost without your support. 

Thank you!

I am one of the luckiest 

people in the world, and 

your generosity has 

helped my family and me 

throughout my degree in 

so many ways. I have had so many unique experiences thanks 

to this program that I would not have had 

otherwise, especially as an emerging musician.

Senior
Frost School of Music

Major
Instrumental 
Performance

Hometown
Keller, Texas

Senior
Frost School of Music

Major
Instrumental 
Performance

Hometown
Glenview, Illinois
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Stamps Woodwind Quintet

Antonio Urrutia

T 
hank you so much for giving us the world. These past four years have been an absolute 
dream come true. You have given my entire quintet a plethora of opportunities I could 

have never dreamt of. Thanks to your immeasurable kindness, my career as a classical musician is 
on the cusp of unfolding into something absolutely brilliant, and for that, I am eternally grateful. 
This would never have happened without your incredible generosity. It is solely because of you and 
your foundation that I have been able to build myself at the Frost School of Music. I am so excited 

to take all that I have learned into the real world. Thank you again for 
absolutely everything.

Thanks to your immeasurable kindness, my 

career as a classical musician is on the cusp of 

unfolding into something absolutely brilliant, 

and for that, I am eternally grateful. 

Senior
Frost School of Music

Major
Instrumental 
Performance

Hometown
Miami, Florida
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Frost School of Music

STAMPS SCHOLARS
CLASS OF 2020

Stamps Brass Quintet

Logan Butler 

Cameron Daly

Thomas Graf

Peter McFarland

Cameron Zhen
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Frost School of MusicStamps Brass Quintet

Logan Butler 

I 
 have been in the Stamps Brass Ensemble for two years now, and I am feeling more secure 
than ever in my future. I have decided to double major with a Bachelor of Arts in both music 

and psychology. I am incredibly happy with this decision. My dream job is now to work as either a 
cognitive or clinical psychologist during the day and play trumpet on Broadway at night. I hope to 

get my doctorate and aspire to eventually have my own practice for 
both therapy and research. 

Your generosity provides me with amazing opportunities and 
allows me to work towards a happy and successful future. It is 
truly fantastic to be able to study with Craig Morris, an amazing 
mentor and professor, and to work towards my aspirations of 
helping people through music and psychology. I cannot overstate 
my gratitude to you 
for making all of this 
possible for me. 

Junior
Frost School of Music

Major
Instrumental 
Performance

Hometown
Glen St. Mary, 

Florida

Your generosity provides me with 

amazing opportunities and allows 

me to work towards a happy and 

successful future. 

Cameron Daly

Junior
Frost School of Music

Major
Instrumental 
Performance

Hometown
Albany, California

M 
y name is Cameron Daly and I am now a junior at the Frost School of Music and 
a member of the Stamps Brass Quintet. I am very excited about the personal and 

professional progress I have made in the past year here at Frost.

A particular professional highlight has been securing an internship as an administrative assistant at 
the Heifetz International Music Institute for this upcoming summer. I see this potential career path 
into arts administration as the perfect environment to combine my passions for music, community, 

and helping others, so I am very excited for all that I will learn and 
experience during my time there.

On a personal level, I feel more satisfied than ever with all that I 
am learning and doing in Miami. At Frost, the faculty and students 
encourage me every day to seek out new avenues of information and 
learning. My class on the compositional techniques of the 20th and 
21st centuries has been particularly interesting. We explore not only 
the musical devices employed 
by great composers, but also the 
historical and social contexts 

that pushed them to think and create in their own, unique 
styles.

Outside of Frost, I feel that I have been able to engage with a 
wide variety of people both in the larger university setting and 
in the greater Miami community. I joined the University of 
Miami Quidditch Team, which introduced me to an entirely new group of people—all of whom have 
a very different UM experience from my own. The brass quintet has also participated in multiple 
outreach events for patients at the Ryder Trauma Center in Downtown Miami. It certainly feels 
good to be able to give something back to the city where my fellow quintet members and I have 
pursued our education over these past three years.

Thank you so much for your continued support, generosity, and passion for education. The work 
your family and the foundation engages in has been life-changing. The opportunities and people I 
have encountered through this scholarship are building me into the person I want to be, and I am 
beyond proud to be a Stamps Scholar.

The work your family 

and the foundation 

engages in has been 

life-changing.
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Other musicians saw the unique opportunities provided to us as 

Stamps Scholars as incomparable. Thank you, Mr. Stamps, for  

your support and your belief in us. 

Junior
Frost School of Music

Major
Instrumental 
Performance

Hometown
Roxbury,  

New Jersey

Frost School of MusicStamps Brass Quintet

Thomas Graf Peter McFarland

W 
hen I last wrote to you, I was thanking you for the wonderful summer opportunities 
our quintet had the privilege to experience in 2017. I can honestly say that the 

improvement I have made since that summer here at the Frost School of Music has been immense. 
I cannot thank you enough for the opportunity to attend the 
University of Miami debt-free, allowing me to pursue music. 

As a junior, I now carry more 
responsibility in the horn studio 
and in larger ensembles, which 
has been both challenging and 
rewarding. 

Thank you again for all you have 
done for me and for so many 
student musicians and students 
like me. I hope you are doing 
well and feel proud of the good 

you have done for so many young musicians and students. 

Junior
Frost School of Music

Major
Instrumental 
Performance

Hometown
Yorktown, Indiana

T 
his past summer, I had the incredible honor of attending the Aspen Music Festival and 
performing with the Aspen Festival Orchestra as an Orchestral Fellow. One of the most 

meaningful parts of the Aspen Music Festival is the environment: an immersive community of 
like-minded and extremely talented musicians from around the world. As we got to know each 

other, I found myself explaining what it means to be a Stamps Scholar 
in nearly every conversation. The reactions from my peers were 
consistent: curiosity, excitement, and sometimes a bit of disbelief. 
Other musicians saw the unique opportunities provided to us as 
Stamps Scholars as incomparable. It is my honor to announce that  
I recently won the coveted Principal Tuba position with The Florida 
Orchestra, and will begin playing with them in the fall. Thank you,  
Mr. Stamps, for your support and your belief in us. Every year,  
I mention in this letter how I am honored to be associated with  
such a great organization and such a great family. I would not be 
where I am or who I am today without your advocacy and generosity.

I cannot thank 

you enough for the 

opportunity to attend 

the University of 

Miami debt-free, 

allowing me to pursue 

music. 
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Stamps Brass Quintet

Cameron Zhen

Sophomore
Frost School of Music

Major
Instrumental 
Performance

Hometown
Coral Springs, 

Florida

I am preparing to study abroad in Japan over the summer in either 

Tokyo or Sapporo. I could not do this without your generosity.

I 
 hope this letter finds you well. Thank you so much for the financial support you have 
so graciously granted to me and my quintet. I am a trumpet player in the Stamps Brass 

Ensemble and am fortunate enough to be at a great university with many different options and 
opportunities for study. Since I last wrote to you, I have added two minors to my degree, one 

in Japanese, and one in Computer Science. On top of that, I am 
preparing to study abroad in Japan over the summer in either 
Tokyo or Sapporo. I could not do this without your generosity. 
Financially, my family is not well off, so paying for school would 
have been hard enough, and studying abroad would have been out 
of the question. However, thanks to this generous scholarship, I 
have been able to save up money over the past few years to afford 
this unique study abroad experience. Once again, I cannot thank 
you enough for the amazing opportunities you have granted to me 
through this scholarship. You have made a tremendous difference 
in my life already. 
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Frost School of Music

STAMPS SCHOLARS
CLASS OF 2021

Stamps Jazz Quintet

Jered Byford

Marcello Carelli

Maxwell Schwartz

David Sneider

Timothy Watson
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I 
 cannot express my gratitude enough for this prestigious scholarship. The opportunity you 
are giving me, to continue to grow with the other musicians in a jazz quintet over four years, is 

exceptional. The esteemed faculty, guest artists, and Frost alumni I have worked with have played 
a big role in my musical development. In just over a year, being a Stamps Scholar has prepared me 
tremendously for the real world as an artist. I have the freedom to decide what I want to contribute 
to the quintet’s distinguishable group sound, which has allowed me to compose and arrange more. 
The Stamps Family Charitable Foundation’s scholarship has given the quintet the funds to have our 

album of original music produced and to travel to places like New 
Orleans, Suriname, and Italy. Nothing can surpass sharing my love 
for music with people from different cultural backgrounds through 
teaching and performing.

In addition to the Stamps Jazz Quintet, this year I have the great 
honor of being in two of the jazz program’s most notable ensembles: 
The Concert Jazz Band and the Brian Lynch Artist Ensemble. In 
these groups, I have been musically challenged and motivated to 
broaden my perspective on jazz music by exploring new genres every 
moment possible. I have also performed with the Henry Mancini 
Institute Orchestra in a Donor Memorial Concert and the Leonard 

Bernstein tribute concert at the world-renowned Adrienne Arsht Center. I aspire to have a career 
that could involve performing with studio orchestras, touring with my own group, playing on the 
newest Broadway show, privately teaching young aspiring artists, or even having a radio show. 
Thank you so much for making it possible for me to pursue my 
passion at such a high-level institution while providing me with all of 
these opportunities.        

Frost School of MusicStamps Jazz Quintet

Jered Byford

I 
 am currently a sophomore in the Stamps Jazz Quintet. It has been an absolute honor to attend 
the prestigious Frost School of Music thanks to your support. Last year was an incredible 

experience in my musical career, not only because of all the fantastic places we visited, but also 
because of the great people I met.

In my freshman year, the Stamps Jazz Quintet had the opportunity 
to visit Suriname during the school year and participate in the 
International Jazz Day Celebration. Not only did we play at the 
festival, but we also taught and learned from some wonderful 
musicians. It was an amazing experience, especially for a first-year 
college student, and one I will always remember.

I also had the chance to play in Pescara, Italy, over the summer for the 
Pescara Jazz Festival. Just like in Suriname, we had the opportunity 
to teach and play, but 
also to travel and explore 

Rome. The groups we played with were very talented, 
and it was a memorable, transformative experience to 
travel so early in my life.

We were all touched by these experiences, but we 
were also blessed to meet the people we did, both 
professionals and students. Here at the Frost School 
of Music, there are so many like-minded musicians 
to perform and commune with; I have worked with 
amazing artists who visited Frost, and spent time 
mentoring the Stamps Jazz Quintet. I would say that 
being able to go to school with so many good-natured and wonderful musicians is what really makes 
this time here so valuable!

The opportunities you have generously provided me with have not only allowed me to blossom 
as a musician and grow as a person and teacher. Thanks to you, I can also count on being able to 
continue improving at such a rate for the next two years!

Sophomore
Frost School of Music

Major
Studio Music 

and Jazz

Hometown
Snoqualmie, 
Washington

Marcello Carelli

The Stamps Family Charitable Foundation’s 

scholarship has given the quintet the funds to 

have our album of original music produced  

and to travel to places like New Orleans, 

Suriname, and Italy. 

Sophomore
Frost School of Music

Major
Studio Music  

and Jazz

Hometown
Bedford,  

New York
I would say that being 

able to go to school with so 

many good-natured and 

wonderful musicians is 

what really makes this time 

here so valuable!
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I 
 am currently a sophomore Stamps Scholar in the Stamps Jazz Quintet at the University 
of Miami. I am originally from Hartsdale, New York, and have spent most of my life there; 

however, thanks to the opportunities that being a member of the Stamps Jazz Quintet has provided, 
I have been able to travel abroad. These experiences 
have not only changed my perspective of the world; 
they have taught me that music is a universal language.

At the end of freshman 
year, the Jazz Quintet 
traveled to Suriname, 
South America, to 
perform and teach 
masterclasses. This past 
summer we traveled 
to Pescara, Italy, to 
participate in similar 
endeavors. From meeting and collaborating with Surinamese and 

Italian musicians, we could understand that although their life experiences differed from ours, 
as soon as we played music together, those barriers disappeared. Perhaps the most profound 
example of this was in Suriname. Our Jazz quintet traveled to an elementary school to play recent 
pop songs. When we started playing Bruno Mars’ ‘Uptown Funk,’ the entire school sang along and 
danced in excitement. Traveling abroad has also made me even more grateful for the resources I 
have at Frost to work on my craft. At a masterclass, two Surinamese 
singer-songwriters told us that they grew up with no music education 
available, yet they were still able to pursue their passion for music. I 
am lucky for the wealth of resources Frost provides me with to assist 
me in becoming a better musician.

Besides the Quintet, I currently play with the Frost Concert Jazz 
Band, as well as with other groups around campus. These past few 
months, over the summer and during the spring semester, have been 
the most musically challenging and rewarding of my life. My journey 
as a Stamps Scholar has fundamentally changed me as a person and 
as a member of the musically connected world. I cannot thank you 
enough.

Frost School of MusicStamps Jazz Quintet

Maxwell Schwartz

I 
 would like to thank you sincerely for the continued generosity you have shown me. Now that 
I am a second-year undergrad, I can really see my future starting to take shape. My courses 

are compelling and interesting, and I feel more invested in 
myself than ever. I am grateful for the faith you have put in me 
to reach my full academic and professional potential. 

I am currently poised to 
graduate with a Studio Music 
and Jazz major, plus two 
minors, if not three, yet the  
path to graduation is still 
flexible enough that I can focus 
heavily on so many 
other areas of interest.

I look forward to 
thanking you in 

person for this incredible opportunity.

David Sneider

My journey as a Stamps 

Scholar has fundamentally 

changed me as a person and 

as a member of the musically 

connected world. I cannot 

thank you enough.

Sophomore
Frost School of Music

Major
Studio Music 

and Jazz

Hometown
Boston, 

Massachusetts

Sophomore
Frost School of Music

Major
Studio Music 

and Jazz

Hometown
Hartsdale, New York

I am grateful for the 

faith you have put 

in me to reach my 

full academic and 

professional potential.
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Stamps Jazz Quintet

Timothy Watson

T 
hank you so much for your generous scholarship. I am currently a sophomore studying 
Studio Music and Jazz at the Frost School of Music. The Stamps Foundation has helped 

many of my dreams become a reality over the past year and a half. 

I have had the joy of performing all across the world with the 
Stamps Jazz Quintet, including in Suriname, New Orleans, and 
Italy. In Italy, we performed at the Pescara Jazz Festival and 
taught masterclasses at the Pescara Conservatory. The quintet also 
finished recording an album of original music last year, which is 
being readied for release. 

These opportunities were unfathomable to me before I came to 
Frost. Your generosity has enriched my life beyond comprehension 
and will allow me to continue to build my career after college 
completely debt-free. For this, I am eternally grateful.

Sophomore
Frost School of Music

Major
Studio Music 

and Jazz

Hometown
Boston, 

Massachusetts

The Stamps Foundation has helped many 

of my dreams become a reality over the 

past year and a half. 
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Frost School of Music

STAMPS SCHOLARS
CLASS OF 2022

Stamps String Quartet

Soohyun Chae

Lydia Newton

Wynne Owre

Ruth Stokes
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I 
 cannot thank you enough for this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. I am thrilled to be studying 
instrumental performance at the Frost School of Music and to be collaborating with and 

learning from such high caliber musicians at Frost, especially as a member of the Stamps String 
Quartet. The four of us rehearse together almost every day and have 
come to really love working as a group. I am eternally grateful for 
the Stamps Scholarship. Your dedication enables me to attend the 
University of Miami and to pursue my dream career as a chamber 
musician! I look forward to what lies ahead in the next four years.

Frost School of MusicStamps String Quartet

Soohyun Chae

M 
y name is Soohyun Chae and it is a pleasure 
to be a part of the new Stamps Scholars String 

Quartet. A native of South Korea, I spent most of my life 
growing up in Lubbock, a 
small city in the panhandle 
region of Texas.

There, through local music 
programs, I picked up the 
violin, eventually realizing 
my passion would turn into 
a lifelong pursuit. Despite 
this, I lacked the outreach 
and opportunities other 
music students in larger 

cities received. However, thanks to my acceptance into 
the Stamps Ensemble Program, I now receive not only 
an affordable world-class education but also a plethora of 
unique experiences surrounded by a community of scholars and musicians.

Thank you so much for this prestigious and incredible opportunity. I look forward to contributing 
my passion for the arts to the Stamps Foundation in the coming years!

Lydia Newton

Your dedication enables me to attend the 

University of Miami and to pursue my dream 

career as a chamber musician! 

Freshman
Frost School of Music

Major
Instrumental 
Performance

Hometown
Seoul, South Korea 
and Lubbock, Texas

Freshman
Frost School of Music

Major
Instrumental 
Performance

Hometown
Moss Point, 
Mississippi

Thanks to my acceptance 

into the Stamps Ensemble 

Program, I now receive 

not only an affordable 

world-class education but 

also a plethora of unique 

experiences surrounded 

by a community of 

scholars and musicians.
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M 
y name is Ruth Stokes, and I am from Centerville, Minnesota. I am incredibly grateful  
for your generosity to the Stamps Scholars program. I have been playing the cello since  

I was very young and grew up in a home full of musicians. My parents are pianists and I am the 
second oldest in a family of five; all five of us are musicians. Growing up in this creative environment 

has greatly influenced my journey as a musician.

Music is my passion and my favorite medium of expression. I am 
so thankful for this opportunity to learn more. This scholarship is 
enabling me to continue to pursue music, and I thank you for your 
wonderful support! I have already learned a considerable amount 
from interacting with the faculty here at Frost School of Music, and 
hope to learn much more. Thank you again. I greatly appreciate the 
opportunity to be a part of the Stamps Strings Quartet.

Frost School of MusicStamps String Quartet

Wynne Owre

I 
 am sincerely honored to be one of the recipients of the 2018 Stamps Scholarship. I am a 
freshman Instrumental Performance Major studying both the violin and viola, as a part of 

the Frost Symphony Orchestra. I am from Los Angeles, California, but grew up in Miami, Florida, 
where I started studying the violin at five years old. It was not until a couple of years later that 

I fell in love with the sound of the viola and started playing in 
orchestras and chamber groups. 

I am so grateful for your 
support, which will allow me to 
pursue and build a career as a 
musician. 

Spending four years as the 
violist with the Stamps 
Quartet will enable me to gain 

invaluable knowledge and experience with chamber music, 
to learn from incredible faculty, and to grow, both as an 
individual and a performer with the quartet over time. Thank you so much for providing me with 
the opportunity to be a Stamps Scholar. I am very grateful for your support.

Ruth Stokes

Music is my passion and my favorite medium  

of expression. I am so thankful for this opportunity to learn more. 

Freshman
Frost School of Music

Major
Instrumental 
Performance

Hometown
Miami, Florida

Freshman
Frost School of Music

Major
Instrumental 
Performance

Hometown
Centerville, 
Minnesota

I am so grateful for 

your support, which  

will allow me to pursue 

and build a career  

as a musician. 
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University of MiamiMessage from the Senior Vice Provost

Dear Roe,

The Stamps Scholarship is a transformative award. By giving 
talented and motivated students exceptional opportunities 
for learning, the scholarship encourages their ambition, 
legitimates their curiosity, and enhances their growth as 
learners and citizens. It also introduces them to a distinctive 
community of students who share their commitment and 
energy. Because the scholarship enables Stamps Scholars to act 
on their interests, it helps them transfer imagination to reality 
and thereby promotes their independence and authenticity.  
The Stamps Scholarship’s unique combination of educational 
framework and network strengthens our students’ confidence 
and autonomy and encourages them to integrate learning, 
thinking, and doing—surely a fundamental goal of American 
higher education. Simply put, the Stamps Scholarship changes 
lives, and the impact of your and Penny’s extraordinary vision 
will be evident in the lives of Stamps Scholars and their families 
for generations.

William Scott Green 
Senior Vice Provost and Dean of Undergraduate Education

The Stamps Scholarship’s unique combination of educational framework and network strengthens our 
students’ confidence and autonomy and encourages them to integrate learning, thinking and doing—
surely a fundamental goal of American higher education. 
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Paula da Silva

M 
y education has been truly enhanced 
by the study abroad trips I’ve 

taken with my enrichment fund. Thanks to 
the Stamps Scholarship, I’ve been able to 
experience so many diverse cultures around the 

world within my 
very first year, 
which would have 
been impossible 
otherwise. I 
am excited 
to continue 
my studies 
as a Stamps 
Scholar and look 
forward to how 
it will change 
my perspectives 

and my career paths. Thank you for supporting 
me and believing in my abilities. I hope to live 
up to the expectations you have of all Stamps 
Scholars, and even surpass them!

David Grossman

T 
hank you” seems incomplete in expressing the gratitude I have for you. My college 
experience would be fundamentally altered if it were not for you. You enabled me to seek 

intellectual pursuits like a professor on sabbatical, build things and lead teams with the tenacity of 
Steve Jobs, and explore the world like a modern-day Jack Kerouac. 
Monetary freedom does wonders! 
 
While at University of Miami, I found my passion in Computer 
Science and Mathematics, I built rockets, I co-organized a hackathon, 
I bicycled across the United States, I traveled the world, and I built 
long-lasting friendships with students and faculty. Thank you for 
fulfilling my college dreams and so much more.

“

You enabled me to seek intellectual pursuits  

like a professor on sabbatical, build things  

and lead teams with the tenacity of Steve Jobs, 

and explore the world like a modern-day Jack Kerouac. 

Sophomore
College of Arts  

and Sciences

Majors
Public Health, 
Microbiology  

and Immunology

Hometown
Medley, Florida

I am excited to continue my studies 

as a Stamps Scholar and look 

forward to how it will change my 

perspectives and my career paths. 
Senior

College of Arts  
and Sciences

Majors
Computer Science 
and Mathematics

Hometown
Nashua,  

New Hampshire
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Sydnie Kupferberg

E 
ver since I toured the University of Miami in the winter of my junior year, it stood out 
to me tremendously for its academic offerings, emphasis on an individually-directed 

and self-crafted education, and its very own school for my specific interest in education and 
human development. The University of Miami is the school I dreamed of attending and I am 
beyond ecstatic to become a leader through distinct, life-changing opportunities and an immense 
support system. Thank you so much for believing in me as much as I believe in your altruistic and 

admirable approach to learning. Your commitment to compassion 
and community, and your optimism regarding the capabilities of our 
country’s youth, are truly inspirational. 

Gabriela Lee

W 
ithout knowing me personally, you have absolutely changed so many facets of my  
life for the better. I have been given opportunities I never would have dreamed 

possible. Being at the University of Miami and being exposed to such incredible people inspires 
me to keep growing intellectually and creatively. I am so thankful for your contribution to 
my education and to the pursuit of my interests, whether it’s researching in South Florida, 
volunteering in my community, or traveling to the other side of the world through a study abroad 
program. Being immersed in another culture has taught me so much about myself and has 

expanded my understanding of what it means to be human. I never 
would have been able to experience this without your support! 
Thank you so much!

I am so thankful for your contribution to my 

education and to the pursuit of my interests, 

whether it’s researching in South Florida, 

volunteering in my community, or traveling  

to the other side of the world through a study abroad program. 

The University of Miami is the school I dreamed  

of attending and I am beyond ecstatic to become  

a leader through distinct, life-changing  

opportunities and an immense support system. 

Freshman
College of Arts  

and Sciences

Major
Human and Social 

Development

Hometown
New York, New York

Sophomore
College of Arts  

and Sciences

Major
Medical 

Anthropology

Hometown
Palmetto Bay, Florida
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Kinnon McGrath

I 
t is fairly difficult for me to put my gratitude into words. Being a Stamps Scholar has 
drastically altered my life for the better, and I am incredibly thankful to your family 

and organization. This summer, I attended an eight-week Arabic immersion program, and 
without this scholarship, I would have waited tables all summer. 
Additionally, I applied to a wide variety of both paid and unpaid 
internship opportunities during the summer. It is incredibly 
humbling to be given this opportunity. Furthermore, beyond my 
undergraduate education, I look forward to attending a graduate 
program. The Stamps Scholarship has allowed me to look toward 
my future education, expand my current education, and has had an 
unimaginable impact on my life.

Hailey Mody

A 
s a Stamps Scholar at the University of Miami, I personalized my education and pursued 
more than I thought was imaginable in my undergraduate career. This past summer, 

I interned in Washington DC at the Blue Ribbon Study Panel on Biodefense. This internship 
was made possible with my remaining enrichment 
funds, and while there, I helped develop a series of 
congressional recommendations to better our nation’s 
public health preparedness measures. I was also able 

to attend congressional 
meetings and hearings 
to understand what our 
country is currently 
doing to protect the 
communities. Aside from 
this opportunity, I was 
also selected to attend 
and participate in the 
Clinton Global Initiative 
University Conference, 
where I promoted and improved a health education program that I 

co-founded a year ago. Each of these experiences was made possible by attending the University of 
Miami and being granted the Stamps Scholarship, so I am eternally grateful for these opportunities 
and I am excited to see where they will take me after I graduate.

I was also selected to attend 

and participate in the 

Clinton Global Initiative 

University Conference, where 

I promoted and improved a 

health education program 

that I co-founded a year ago. 

Being a Stamps Scholar has drastically altered 

my life for the better, and I am incredibly 

thankful to your family and organization. 

Senior
College of Arts  

and Sciences

Majors
Spanish and Public 

Health

Hometown
Johns Creek, Georgia

Sophomore
College of Arts  

and Sciences

Majors
International Studies 

and Spanish

Hometown
Cape Elizabeth, 

Maine
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Alanna Muldowney

I 
 cannot thank you and your foundation enough for this life-changing experience. The faith that 
you put in me has given me opportunities that I never could have imagined. I have spent this 

past semester living in Buenos Aires, Argentina, studying 
and working for a startup architecture firm. With this 
firm, we are developing a new form of construction using 

a “3-D”-like printing 
process. Since all of the 
parts of the home are 
like a puzzle, we hope to 
dramatically decrease 
the price of housing in 
Argentina and provide a 
low-cost solution for those 
without homes. 

I never would have been 
able to come to Argentina 
without your constant support and confidence in me. I am very, very 
grateful. I hope I am making you proud!

Julia Platt

I 
 would like to thank you for your generosity in providing me with the Stamps Scholarship at 
the University of Miami. This scholarship will do more than provide me with a free education, 

it is also offering me limitless opportunity to explore the world through internships, study abroad 
trips, and other enrichment activities, as well as a network of diverse and creative scholars to 
collaborate with in my future endeavors. The University of Miami has opened so many doors for me, 
allowing me to double major in economics and mathematics and take on multiple minors. UM offers 
opportunities to study abroad, partake in research, and deepen my leadership skills. I know that 

these opportunities will allow me to develop a multi-dimensional and 
unique perspective that will enable me to make positive change in the 
world, and for that I am forever indebted to you.

I never would have been 

able to come to Argentina 

without your constant 

support and confidence  

in me. I am very, very 

grateful. I hope I am 

making you proud!

The University of Miami has opened so many 

doors for me, allowing me to double major 

in economics and mathematics and take on 

multiple minors. 

Freshman
College of Arts  

and Sciences

Majors
Economics and 

Mathematics

Hometown
Atlanta, Georgia

Junior
College of 

Engineering

Major
Architectural 
Engineering

Hometown
Ormond Beach, 

Florida
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Bishara Randolph

I 
 am sincerely honored to be selected as a recipient of the Stamps Scholarship at the 
University of Miami. Thank you for your generosity, which enables me to focus on what 

matters to me the most, my higher education. I am 
a first-year student majoring in Public Health with 
the ultimate goal of going to law school. With the 
Stamps Scholarship, I can create an undergraduate 

experience I never 
imagined possible. My 
plans include studying 
abroad, researching 
with top professors, 
majoring in a diverse range of disciplines, developing close 
relationships with the UM community, and utilizing the Stamps 
network to connect and collaborate with students from across the 
nation. Your kindness has allowed me to be one step closer to my 
goals in life, and I hope one day I can use tools I gain through my 
college experience to help others as you have helped me.

I 
 am extremely appreciative of all the support you have provided me and my fellow Stamps 
Scholars! Due to your continued support, I have been able to begin the work towards 

establishing a non-profit to provide sustainable 
agricultural relief 
to the people of the 
island nation of 
Dominica following 
the destruction of 
Hurricane Maria. 
The seed that your 
foundation has 
created sets the 
precedent for a 
multiplier effect that assists so many people beyond just the select 
group of scholars. In realizing the help I have received, I have been 
more motivated than ever to reach out and assist as many people as I 
possibly can. This feeling can directly be traced back to your efforts. 

Ezra Remer

The seed that your foundation 

has created sets the precedent 

for a multiplier effect that 

assists so many people beyond 

just the select group of scholars. 

Freshman
College of Arts  

and Sciences

Major
Public Health  
and Sociology

Hometown
Northville, Michigan

Junior
School of 

Communication

Major
Documentary 

Production

Hometown
New Orleans, 

Louisiana

With the Stamps Scholarship, 

I can create an undergraduate 

experience I never imagined 

possible. 
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Joseph Shomar

T 
hank you for your continued support through my undergraduate years. Almost four years 
ago, I was a high school senior, unsure of how I’d handle the coming years and the student 

debt that would come along with them. However, because of your generosity, I was able to attend 
the University of Miami without being concerned about my financial future. Instead, I’ve been 
able to focus on making the most of my undergraduate studies, getting involved in several research 

projects around the University, and around the world. I cannot thank 
you enough for the multitude of opportunities that you have provided 
me over the years through this scholarship.

I 
’m sure you can’t possibly remember all of the many lives you have touched through your 
incredibly generous Stamps Scholarships across the country, but I’m the one who went to 

China last summer and was proud to flash the University of Miami “U” from the Great Wall there. 
I couldn’t resist letting you know how much I was enjoying taking a 
course at the Chinese University of Hong Kong. I’m writing today as 
I reflect on an incredible 
first year of college and have 
already jumped into year 
two at the U. I am double-
majoring in Economics and 
Chinese Government and 
Society (an independent 
major I created with the 
help of Dr. June Dryer) with 
minors in Math and Political Science and a cognate in Physics. I have 
several interesting graduate programs in my sights already. 

Beyond the very interesting academics at the U, I also have been 
active in many other activities. I have attended countless sporting 

events, many musical and theatrical performances, and I walk the campus daily, thankful for the 
incredible opportunity you have made possible for me.    

Robert Shore

I walk the campus daily, 

thankful for the incredible 

opportunity you have 

made possible for me.    

I’ve been able to focus on making the most of 

my undergraduate studies, getting involved in 

several research projects around the University, 

and around the world. 

Senior
College of Arts  

and Sciences

Majors
Mathematics  
and Physics

Hometown
Miami, Florida

Sophomore
College of Arts  

and Sciences

Majors
Chinese Government 

and Society and 
Economics

Hometown
Charlotte,  

North Carolina
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Pranav Sriraman Rebecca Wagner

I 
would like to take this opportunity to express how grateful I am for receiving the Stamps 
Scholarship. For the longest time, growing up in India, I always wanted to pursue my 

undergraduate studies in the United States. I wanted to get a well-rounded education in subjects 
which piqued my interest. I wanted to have the chance to undertake research and extracurricular 
opportunities during my college life. With the Stamps 
Scholarship, I can do all of that and much more. I am 

extremely thankful for 
being presented with 
this opportunity, and I 
am proud to represent 
the Stamps Foundation 
as a University of Miami 
Stamps Scholar. 
 
Once again, I would like 
to thank you for the 
scholarship and this 
opportunity.

I 
am so grateful for the opportunity you have given me to pursue my education at the University 
of Miami. The Stamps Scholarship has opened so many doors for me: studying abroad twice, 

attending the conference with scholars across the country, and mentorship from both faculty 
at my own school and others in the Stamps program. 
Throughout my years here, I have had the opportunity 
to work closely with faculty to develop my career and 
personal goals, a luxury that would not have been 

available to me had I 
attended a state school 
with a significantly higher 
student-to-faculty ratio. I 
have conducted research, 
received personal advising, 
become involved in animal 
husbandry projects, and, 
most recently, even begun 
to create a prototype for a 
business idea after Stamps 
enrichment funds allowed me to attend a contest where I first pitched 
the idea. These incredible experiences would not have been possible 
without your generosity, and I thank you very much for helping me 
pursue my passions.

I am extremely thankful 

for being presented with 

this opportunity, and I 

am proud to represent 

the Stamps Foundation 

as a University of Miami 

Stamps Scholar.

Freshman
College of Arts  

and Sciences

Majors
Exercise Physiology, 

Mathematics, and 
Biophysics

Hometown
Bangalore, India

These incredible 

experiences would not 

have been possible  

without your generosity, 

and I thank you very  

much for helping me 

pursue my passions.

Junior
College of Arts and 

Sciences

Majors
Mathematics and 

Ecosystem Science  
and Policy

Hometown
Menomonee Falls, 

Wisconsin
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